Dynamic electro-optic properties of macromolecules and nanoparticles in solution: a review of computational and simulation methodologies.
This paper reviews some theories, and computational and simulation procedures available for the calculation of the time-course of electro-optic properties of particles in solution. For rigid particles, the time evolution of the properties is directly related to their rotational diffusion; therefore, the computational procedures for the calculation of hydrodynamic properties find a direct application in electro-optics. Several of such computational procedures, based on bead models, are reviewed. For flexible particles, the simultaneous effects the external field and the flexibility can be treated with Brownian dynamics simulation. We illustrate the various procedures, with applications to rigid bent rods and flexible, wormlike or hinged rods, trying to show how the absence or presence of flexibility, and its kind, influences the dynamic electro-optic properties, which are therefore valuable sources of information about the conformation of macromolecules and nanoparticles.